Dear Niveshaks,
This month, we focus the lens on the prevailing economic slowdown which has
been an area of contention for quite some time now. This month’s cover story‘Cyclical trends of slowdown and growth in Economy’ explains this particular topic.
‘The Month That Was’ provides you with a brief summary of the happenings in the
financial world in the previous month. IRCTC made headlines as it made debut in
the stock market through its IPO on 14th Oct 2019 which would be listed on both
NSE and BSE. E-retailers had an amazing festive season with a sale of ₹ 19,000
crores, with Flipkart leading the race. In other news, RBI lowered GDP growth rate
expectations to 6.1% from 6.9%. Also, India slip to 68th place in the global
competitiveness index, from 58th position last year. GST collections for September
2019 dropped to a 19-month low of Rs. 91,916 crores. The actual GST collections
for October 2019 was lower than Government`s expectation of exceeding Rs.
100,000 crores. This reflects the slowdown in the economy triggered by falling
consumer demand.
The company scanner section talks about Yes Bank, the monumental decline in its
share price in the past one year, from around ₹ 393 per share to ₹ 32 per share
and its dramatic resurgence in the past one month to ₹ 72 per share. The Deals in
Brewery section talks about the merger of BSNL and MTNL and the government’s
announcement of a whole package for the debt-ridden telecommunication PSUs.
As every month, the section on NIF brings to you the latest standing of the
Niveshak Investment Fund.

The Article of the Month titled ‘Study
of reasons for fall of Private
Investment in India’ is a contribution
by Ishan Mittal and Sameer
Gadhave, both PGP participants of
2020 at IIM Lucknow. It analyses
the reasons behind the dearth of
Private Investments in the Indian
Economy in the last few years.
The Fingyaan section titled ‘India
will become a $5 trillion economy –
Attainable or a Pipe Dream?’,
contributed by Sparsh Gupta of Shri
Ram College of Commerce, Delhi
University discusses the feasibility
of India achieving the $5 trillion
economy.
In the FinView section, we put forth
the views of Mr. Vivek Chandra
regarding the current events in the
Indian economy like the IRCTC IPO,
the recent slide in the share market,
downgrade
in
Moody’s
GDP
forecast, etc.
The Classroom section for the
month educates the readers on the
Interest rate swaps and its different
types.
We wish you, our readers, a happy
reading experience.
Stay Invested,
Team Niveshak
All images, design and artwork are copyright of
IIM Shillong Finance Club
©
Finance Club
Indian Institute of Management, Shillong

Disclaimer: The views presented are the
opinion/work of the individual author and the Finance
Club of IIM Shillong bears no
responsibility
whatsoever.
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THE MONTH
THAT WAS

Walmart owned Flipkart leads the
race over Amazon with a holding of
about 60-62% on standalone basis
and
share
about
63%
on
consolidated basis (including Myntra
and Jabong). The theme of sale this
season was “value shopping” as
demonstrated by the majority of tier
2 cities customers whose primary
reason for online shopping was
availability of wide selection as
supposed to affordability. This has
also opened up avenues for local
artisans to sell their products
through registering with the e-retail
giants.

RBI lowered GDP growth rate
expectations to 6.1% from 6.9%
Due to ongoing economic slowdown
and decline in growth of core sectors &
manufacturing sector, RBI has reduced
its GDP growth outlook to 6.1%. It is to
be noted that GDP growth rate fell to
5% during the first quarter of 2019-20.
Reduced export prospects as a result
of the global slowdown and the
ongoing trade tensions among nations
also impacted the GDP growth rate.

India slip to 68th place in the
global competitiveness index
As per last year, India was placed
58th in the global competitiveness
index. During the current year it has
slipped by 10 places to attain the
68th rank out of the 141 countries
surveyed. India is one of the worst
performing BRICS nation with Brazil
being placed at the 71st position.
World economic forum mentioned
that India has high rank in terms of
macroeconomic stability and market
size but also mentioned that the
banking system is affected by high
delinquency
rate.
Technology
adoption
and
information
&
communication facilities has been
rated week along with poor health
condition and low life expectancy
rates. Other factors like low skill
base, low women participation also
contributed to the fall in the ranking.

IRCTC makes stock market debut
IRCTC made stock market debut on
14th October 2019, through an IPO
which would be listed on both BSE and
NSE. IRCTC stock issue was open
from 30th September 2019 to 4th
October 2019. The IPO
was
subscribed 112 times at the price
range of Rs. 315 to 320. The IPO saw
a surge of nearly 128% on BSE from
their issue price of Rs. 320. The stock
closed at Rs. 728.60. This was the
biggest stock gain for any stock in
India for the last 2 years since Astron
Paper & Board Mill Ltd gained
139.40% on debut in December 2017.
E-tailers cash it big this festive
season, Flipkart leads the race
E-tailers generated sales of Rs. 19,000
crore this Diwali season with
significant amount of sales share
generated from tier 2 and tier 3 cities.

[6]
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GST collections drops to 19 month
low in September 2019, improves a
tad in October 2019
GST collections for September 2019
dropped to a 19 month low of Rs.
91,916 crores. This reflects the
slowdown in the economy triggered by
falling consumer demand. As a result
of the festive season in October 2019,

the GST collections recovered a tad to
Rs. 95,380 crores. GST collections of
September 2019 dropped by 2.67% as
compared
to
September
2018.
Corresponding fall for the month of
October 2019 was 5.2%. The actual
GST collections for October 2019 was
lower than Government`s expectation
of exceeding Rs. 100,000 crores.

[7]

NIF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
As on Oct 31, 2019

Performance of Niveshak
Investment Fund since Inception
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Total Investment Value: 10, 00,000
Current Portfolio Value: 20,32,280
Change in Portfolio Value: +6.41%
Change in Sensex: +4.76%

Risk Measures:
Standard Deviation NIF: 35.79
Standard Deviation Sensex: 23.74
Sharpe Ratio: 2.77 (Sensex: 3.87)
Cash Remaining: 1,46,352

Comments on the Equity market and NIF’s Performance
NIF continued to prove its mettle with market beating returns in the month of
October. While the earnings season fared out as a mixed bag the market drew
comfort from the positive news flow in certain pockets such as realty. But as
they say it’s a zero sum game, certain sectors and stocks also faced
headwinds. The supreme court ruling on AGR that has spiraled into dues of
93000 Cr. from telcos poses a question to the long-term viability of these
businesses as senior executives from Voda-idea and Bharti Airtel expressed
diffidence in their status as going concern. While NIF doesn’t have any
exposure to telecom and related companies we find such events sentimentdampening.
Despite these challenges, NIF grew by a total of 6.41% to a portfolio value of
20,32,280 against a broader market return of 4.76%. Maximum returns came
from auto& ancillaries (11.41%) followed by financial services (8.5%). We
expect this momentum to continue in the following months on multiple counts
ranging from positive and sentiment lifting government intervention to
resolution of large accounts such as Essar steel in banking.
[8]

NIVESHAK INVESTMENT FUND
NIF Sectoral Weights
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like fall in Gross Domestic Savings,
Ease of doing business and various
supply shocks. We provide relevant
data for each of the arguments for
further corroboration. Towards the end
we devote some time to understand
some constructive measures which
can be taken to tackle the demand
side and supply side factors
discussed.

Study of reasons for fall
of Private Investment in
India
-Ishan Mittal,Sameer Gadhave
Abstract –
Dearth of Private investment has been
a teething problem for the Indian
economy since last few years. Even
though India’s Gross Domestic
Product grew at an average rate of
7.14% for the period of 5 years from
2013-2017, outpacing China and the
world which grew at an average rate
of 7.13% and 2.79% respectively
during the same period, India’s
economy in the same period was
mostly consumption driven. The
private investment as a percentage of
GDP has witnessed a gradual decline
during the last few years. This has led
to Indian economy’s over dependence
on
Private
Final
Consumption
expenditure which in the long run can
create inflationary pressures in the
economy.
The
fall
in
private
investment thus poses a serious
problem to the stability of Indian
economy. This fall in private
investment can’t be attributed to a
single factor since it has been due to a
number of factors acting in tandem.
Through the scope of this paper, we
aim to understand these factors which
have been responsible for this fall in
the twelve year period of 2006-2017.
The factors have been divided into
Demand side factors like increased
corporate
deleveraging,
Global
slowdown etc. and Supply side factors

INTRODUCTION
Investment plays an essential role for
the development and progress of a
country. A lot of countries depend on
investment to help solve their various
economic
problems
like
unemployment, poverty etc.
India’s Gross Fixed Capital Formation
(GFCF, used as a proxy to the
investment) as a percentage of GDP
has seen an alarming downward trend
since 2007 where it peaked at 35.57%
to 28.49% in 2017. Even though India
saw an unprecedented Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) in 2008(3.657% of
GDP), we have seen GFCF falling
consistently
thereafter
suggesting
India’s investment climate still hasn’t
recovered from the Global financial
[10]
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crisis. For two almost similar levels of
FDI in 2006 (2.176%) and 2015
(2.093%), the GFCF has fallen
drastically from 33.81% to 28.47%.
Moreover, the GFCF change has been
different across different industries.
Industries like mining, transportation and
construction led the fall in investment
with investment to GDP falling by greater
than 30% in these industries when a
comparison is made between the levels
of 2011-12 and 2015-16.
Even though the fall in 2016-17 can be
attributed to supply side shocks like
demonetisation and rolling out of Goods
and Services Tax which suppressed the
animal spirits , the trend has been long
standing and not cyclical. This points to
some structural problems inside the
Indian economy on a whole.
OBJECTIVE
This paper focuses on two main
objectives. First, we understand the
demand side and supply side factors
which have contributed to the fall in
GFCF for a twelve year period of 20062017 and then suggest some measures
to tackle these factors.
ANALYSIS
The factors affecting investment can be
divided into both demand side as well as
supply side factors.
(a) Demand Side Factors - The three
demand side factors affecting fall in
private investment are Demand side of
Twin Balance Sheet Problem - Corporate
Deleveraging, Incremental Capital output
Ratio using Harrod Domar Model and
Global Trends.
(b) Supply Side Factors - The three
supply side factors affecting fall in
private investment are Gross Domestic
[11]

Savings, Ease of Doing Business and
Supply side shocks.
DEMAND SIDE
4.1 Demand Side of Twin Balance
Sheet
Problem
Corporate
Deleveraging
The global financial stability report
by IMF in 2014 pegged Indian
corporate sector’s debt to equity ratio
at 83% which was one of the highest
among its emerging market peers like
Brazil, South Africa etc. Even though
Indian corporate debt as a percentage
of GDP is far better than other
economies like China, Japan, USA
etc., in case of interest coverage ratio
which is calculated as a ratio of
Earnings before Interest, Tax ,
Depreciation, Amortization (EBITDA)
to interest expense, India fares poorly
when compared to other economies.
This is mainly due to two reasons:
1) A comparatively higher rate of
interest in India when compared to
other countries, and
2) Slower growth of revenue of the
firms in debt.
Citing this increasing debt and
falling interest coverage ratios, a
deleveraging
drive
was
undertaken by Indian firms to
improve their capital structure
hence putting a freeze on fresh
borrowings
and
therefore
investments.
However
this
decrease in Debt to equity ratio and
corresponding increase in Interest
Coverage ratios should be taken
with a pinch of salt since a lot of
corporate restructuring was done
under IBC forcing banks to bear
with large haircuts on their loans.
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4.2 ICOR using Harrod-Domar Model
Another view of the investment
growth can be taken according to the
Harrod-Domar model, which says that
the growth rate depends on the rate of
investment and the efficiency of the
use of capital, given by Incremental
Capital Output Ratio (ICOR). ICOR
gives the value of additional capital
required to increase the output by one
unit. A higher value of ICOR points to
inefficiency of capital usage. With the
growth rate of 9.26% in 2006 on the
back of a GFCF of 33.81% leading to
an ICOR of around 3.65, the
corresponding figures in 2017 are
6.68%(GDP growth rate), 28.49%
(GFCF) and 4.26 (ICOR). This points
to a decrease in the efficiency of
capital usage hence leading to a fall in
fresh demand. This doesn’t come as a
surprise since the capacity utilization
has fallen from 78.25% in 2009 to
73.07% in 2017.
This points to
inefficient use of the resources at
hand.
4.3 Global Trends
The world GDP has also seen a
slowing trend with its growth rate
declining from 4.3% in 2006 to 3.1% in
2017. Even though India’s exports
grew by an average of 13.92% in the
period 2005-06 to 2016-17 as
compared to an average growth of
13.08% in imports, its trade deficit has
grown from $ 59.32 billion to $108.50
billion in the same period, i.e. a growth
of 82%. India’s export share to China
(measured as a total % of its exports)
fell from 6.56% in 2006-07 to 3.69% (a
fall of 2.87%) in 2016-17 signalling a
fall in demand of Indian goods in the
Chinese market, however its export
[12]
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share in the US market saw a rise by
a miniscule amount of 0.37%.
However, the advent of trade war
between the world’s two largest
economies since early 2017 has seen
India’s export share to China rise back
to 5.17% in 2018-19(Apr-Dec) and to
15.91% for the US. However, this is no
reason to elate as these are short term
benefits which are likely to disappear
over time (RBI Financial Stability
Report). Therefore, India needs to
increase its export competitiveness to
attract more investment.
Analysing the import data, the share of
Chinese imports in Indian import
market has grown from 9.41% in
2006-07 to 15.95% in 2016-17. This
points to the domestic demand being
filled up by foreign goods rather than
the domestic industry. The trade
deficit with China has also seen a
constant growth from $ 10.89 billion
for the year 2006-07 to $ 51.11 billion
for the year 2016-17.

5 SUPPLY SIDE
5.1 Gross Domestic Savings
The supply of capital is determined by
the availability of funds for
investment which is determined by
gross domestic savings as a percent
of GDP which have also seen a
decline in recent years. The Gross
domestic savings as a percentage
of GDP has fallen from 33.2% in
2006 to 29.5% in 2017. This has
been, mainly led by a fall in the
household savings which fell from
25.7% in 2006 to 20.3% in 2017
after achieving a high of 34.3% in
2010.
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However even though gross domestic
savings have seen a downward trend,
the Savings-Investment gap has
remained positive since mid-2012
pointing
a
sharper
decline
in
investments and unused savings. The
S-I gap was calculated to be 1.02% of
GDP.
5. 2 Ease Of Doing Business
India has seen its Ease of doing
Business ranking improve to 77 in 2018
from 100 in 2017. However, breaking
down this ranking, India performs well
on metrics like starting a business,
dealing with construction permits,
getting electricity and getting credit
when compared to the world average.
However in terms of registering
property, India performs considerably
poor since it requires an average of 69.1
days when compared to the world
average
of
49.12
days.
The
corresponding figure for China is just 9
days. The other major reasons for fall in
the new projects announced in due to
business bottlenecks viz. lack of funds,
fuel/raw
material
problem,
land
acquisition problem and lack of
environmental
clearance
which
amounted to 14.8%, 13.2%,7.3% and
6.3% of the total reasons of the projects
stalled respectively.
[13]

5.3 Supply Side Shocks
The Indian economy experienced a
downward trend in investment from
2010 to 2014. The investment revival
seen in 2014 was then subjected to
two major supply side shocks:
Demonetisation in November 2016
and GST in July 2017. The analysis of
Quarter wise data shows that new
investments captured fell sharply at
the end of December 2016 quarter as
compared to June 2016 quarter which
can be attributed to demonetisation.
The new investments captured fell by 804
Billion rupees. 86% of this fall was from
the private sector. Another low point was
seen at the end of Sep 2017 quarter
where investments captured fell by 3653
billion rupees. This was due to lingering
after effects of demonetisation as well as
heightened policy uncertainty due to the
much awaited implementation of GST.
Again, the majority of this fall (56%) can
be attributed to the fall in private sector
investment.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Below are some of the recommendations
to solve the problems discussed.
• Easing the costs of starting a
business. This shall involve expediting
the removal of bottlenecks like land
acquisition, environmental clearance
etc. by creating a robust framework
for the same.
• Reducing the interest rates in the
short term given that the headline
inflation now is towards the lower end
of the band.
• More investment in programs like
Make in India so as to substitute the
foreign goods catering to Indian
markets as well as to gain export
competitiveness.
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•

Improving the falling capacity
utilization by making efficient use
of the resources in hand.
• Sustained recovery of domestic
demand so as to protect the
country from global shocks and
slowdowns.
• Improving
the
efficiency
of
Insolvency and Bankruptcy code
since the resolution process has
remained slow with almost half the
cases admitted to NCLT exceeding
the intended deadline of 180 days.
• Trying to acquire double digit
growth.
CONCLUSION
Indian
investment
slowdown
witnessed in the last few years is a
structural problem inside the Indian

[14]

economy. The problem is not due to a
single factor but a result of a number
of factors acting in confluence. The
fundamental problem lies in the fact
that the Indian investment slowdown is
a problem rooted deep within the
balance sheets of the corporate
firms as well as the banking system
which will take its due time to revive.
The problems of low incremental
capital output ratio and falling capacity
utilization have only worsened the
situation.
Therefore India needs to pay urgent
attention to this problem if it really
intends to have a self- dependent
and robust economy and hence
become an economic superpower in
the future.

COVER STORY
CYCLICAL TRENDS OF GROWTH
AND SLOWDOWN IN ECONOMY
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Cyclic slowdowns in an economy are
a period of lean economic activities
occurring at regular intervals in a
cyclic motion. It can last from a short
to medium period of time-based on the
business cycle. Measures like fiscal &
monetary
policy
changes,
recapitalization of credit markets, and
other
regulatory
changes
are
undertaken to revive the economy. On
the other hand, structural changes are
more deep-rooted, lasting for a longer
period of time. It occurs due to a shift
in the economy as a result of
disruptive changes.

a result of which growth and
employment
fall
and
price
stagnate. Trough is the lowest point of
this phase, and after this growth
happens. A slowdown in the GDP
growth rate for a fourth consecutive
period can be termed as a case of a
structural slowdown as the economy is
struggling to get back to the growth
cycle.
Investors have been trying to correctly
predict these business cycles and
leverage this information to get high
returns. Economies such as US, which
experienced a meltdown in the 2008
economic crisis are seeing expansion
phase for the last ten years.
Indicators such as GDP, interest rates,
total employment & unemployment
levels, consumer spending, consumer
confidence and data from reality
sectors are helpful indicators to gauge
the health of the economy and predict
which stage of the cycle it is in
currently. But businesses and firms
are not only affected by such cyclical
fluctuations. Structural changes in
economy,
such
as
GST
Implementation in India, can push
economy in a direction for a longer
duration. The impact of structural
reforms is much more powerful and is
currently being driven by disruptive
technological changes such as
Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, or
other factors such as evolving
Demographics.

The economy goes through four
phases of the business cycle, which
The economy goes through four
phases of the business cycle, which
can be roughly categorized into: Expansion,
Peak,
Trough,
and
Contraction. Economic cycle is
defined as the period between the
expansion phase and the contraction
phase. During the expansion stage,
the economy experiences rapid
growth, low-interest rates, build in
inflationary pressure. The peak is the
phase where the maximum growth
rate is achieved. Due to this, an
imbalance is created in the economy.
The contraction phase comes as a
natural correction to this imbalance as

Hence we can reasonably say that
economic stability is not guaranteed
[16]
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even for nations exhibiting all the right
indicators such as low inflation, steady
growth, decent current account deficit
and they can experience financial
stress. US can be cited as one of the
most expensive examples of this.
Prolonged periods of economic
stability leads to increased risk taking
activities which eventually lead to
instability in the industry or economy.
Two economists from Reserve Bank of
India in their paper (bit.ly/2YHhKDx)
have sought to predict these changes
through financial cycles. They believe
financial cycle is a better indicator to
predict periods of recession, and the
expansionary phase of the cycle
portends to economic slowdown in the
future. So, while the Monetary Policy
Committee tries to stabilize short term
business cycles, it may be building
stress in other financial sectors. The
recent increase in NPA’s may be
attributable to this. According to them,
India has a financial cycle of 12 years.
Some policies which sought to
address this were curbs on lending to
the reality sector, placing banks under
Prompt Corrective Action (PCA).
According to the RBI report, economy
is undergoing a cyclical slowdown
rather than a structural one and cut its
growth projection to 6.1% from the
earlier
benchmark
of
6.9%.
Independent evaluators such as
Moody have made a sharper cut in the
growth projection to 6.2%.
For India to regain from this
slowdown, measures to increase
[17]

liquidity hold key. Defaults by NBFC’s
such as IL&FS has led to stricter
lending norms by banks and a credit
crunch in the economy, hence driving
the slowdown. Recent slowdown has
seen a nosedive in consumer
confidence. Any significant recovery
will require a decent turnaround in the
consumer’s propensity to consume.
RBI has identified sectors such as
hotels, manufacturing, agriculture etc
are undergoing a cyclical downturn.
But the reasons do not seem to be
cyclical in nature and seem to be
rooted in deeper intricacies of the
economy.

Gross Fixed Capital
Formation as a
Percentage of GDP
34.90%

2011

28.80%
2018

Assessing the nature of slowdown in
economy needs to look at crucial
macroeconomic indicators depicting
the level of investments and savings.
Private Investments can be rightly
tagged as the key driver of the
economy.
Gross
Fixed
Capital
Formation as a percentage of GDP
can measure the level of investment
rate. It has seen a declining trend from
34.3% in 2011 to 28.8% in 2018.

Declining rural and urban income is
another factor affecting the economy.
Uneven and unreliable monsoon has
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led to a dip in agricultural income, thus
affecting sales of rural commodities
such as tractors, water pumps,
pointing to a decline in consumption.
Reduced growth in urban income has
also
adversely
impacted
their
consumption levels.
The
result
of
this
declining
consumption has adversely affected
sectors such as Automobile, who are
suffering from piling inventory costs.
Global uncertainties such as USChina Trade War, Brexit, and volatile
crude
oil
prices
and
various
geopolitical tensions haven’t helped
with turning the sentiment around. The
structural nature of this slowdown is
also pointed by the ineffectiveness of
successive policy rate cuts adopted by
the Monetary Policy Committee. The
government has shied away from
introducing a fiscal stimulus. although

[18]

the government’s reversal of tax
surcharge on capital gains to attract
more FPI’s and relaxation of FDI
norms has given some results, but to
solve these problems, we might have
to look closer at home. IL&FS default
was a result of long term nature of
infrastructure projects, which could be
resolved
by
looking
into
the
simplification of land acquisition laws.
The structural or cyclical, need of the
hour is to reverse the trend, and the
most essential factor in achieving this
result is private investment. This
slowdown should be seen as an
opportunity to remove complacency
from our system and implement
much needed structural changes
required
by
the
economy.
Reformation in areas of labor laws,
taxation, and land acquisition would
go a long way in smoothening of
our economy.
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India will become a $5
trillion economy –
Attainable or a Pipe
Dream?
-Sparsh Gupta,SRCC

Overview
India, a behemoth economy with
esoteric civilisation heritage and the
immense possibility of creating global
influence, has been attaining the
status of being one of the most
formidable nations for most of the
history. In accordance with the latest
GDP estimates, India is exhibited as
the sixth-largest economy in the world
with a nominal GDP of USD 2.9
trillion. The Modi- led government has
set an exalted yet magnificent
objective of seeing India maturing into
a ‘Five Trillion Dollar' economy by the
end of the ‘Modi 2.0 era'. This goal
might seem a little intimidating or a
bridge too far, but the fact is every
developing nation needs an ambitious
target so that every sector, company
and all other essential stakeholders
align themselves and emphasis on
reaching it. Before we examine the
attainability of this ambition, let us
know how much imperative growth
rate and Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) value would be required. With
inflation of 3.5 per cent and keeping
rupee depreciation under check, a
nominal growth of 11.5 per cent is
paramount for realizing the 5 trillion
mark so as to reap a growth rate of
about 8-9%. Sustaining such a
significant rate of growth is very
challenging for any economy and

[19]

substantially arduous for India owing
to its high unemployment rate of 6.1%
and additionally over 3 lakh people
losing their jobs due to crumbling auto
sector coupled with growth rate
hovering around just 5 per cent in the
April to June quarter.
The Five Trillion Mark - Feasible or
a Fancy Delusion?
The statement by Prime Minister has
undeniably triggered many debates,
some considering it as a pipe dream
or wishful thinking while others
contemplating it to be attainable and a
measure to accommodate lakhs of
skilled youth in the workforce and
make
India
as
the
biggest
manufacturing hub. In this article, we
will see how the destination of
becoming 4th largest economy is
procurable and what can be the
driving factors for the same.
Since independence, India has
become a USD 2 trillion nation and
within the last five years, it added a
feather of $1 trillion to its cap of GDP
value. Therefore, acquiring that 5
trillion mark seems pretty practical.
India has shown a fairly robust and
persistent record of healthy growth
drivers and the recent leapfrogging of
23 notches to rank 77th in the ease of
doing business index paves the way
for reaching that goal. While no one
can deny the reality that certain
industries are facing downswing or
recessionary conditions, there exist
many sectors like IT and BPO service
exports which are doing exceedingly
well amidst the low global growth of
3.2%. Another side of the argument for
considering 5 trillion mark elusive or
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unrealizable is the possibility to
expand at 9%. Well, it is conceivable
and other countries have made it
possible.
For
instance,
Russia
developed exponentially between the
1950s and 1970s for over 10% per
annum. Even China (in the early
1990s) and USA (1965-1975) were a
testimony to the fact that growth over
10% is plausible. To accomplish this
grand vision, every state must
demonstrate healthy signs of progress
and this is seemingly true for BIMARU
states (Bihar, MP, Rajasthan and UP).
In 2017-18, Bihar outran other states
by displaying 11.3% growth,
which was way above the overall
economic growth of 6.7%. In fact, all
but one of these ‘poor BIMARU states',
grew more than the national average
implying enhanced law and order
conditions
and
business-amiable
government. Thus, the likelihood of
unleashing the potential of every state
is apparently pretty high. Furthermore,
India's stable inflation rate (around 3%)
and low global inflationary trends is a
favourable situation for the country. If
the rupee-dollar foreign exchange rate
is also maintained and rupee does not
depreciate considerably, achieving the
target is credible. Government is set to
pump in $1.4 trillion for infrastructural
investments to make developments in
highways, railways, airports, power
sectors, etc. Funding will also be
backed by international players. UAE
would invest $75 billion and Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority (ADIA) would
supposedly spend $1 trillion for
boosting the Indian infrastructure
sector. MSMEs can play a vital role in

job creation and support overall
growth. Favourable policies like ‘Make
in
India'
are
incentivizing
manufacturing sector to drive further
progress and initiatives like ‘Digital
India' are helping India capitalise
through better payment modes, startup entrepreneurship and e-commerce.
The Way Ahead
In order to become a 5 trillion
economy, India needs to revamp,
make remarkable structural and
sectoral moderations and initiate
various reforms. Reforms like the
latest corporate tax cuts (from 35 to
25%) proved fruitful for the economy
as the stock market reacted positively,
strengthening exports and enticing
investors. With ongoing economic
tussle between the US and China,
MNCs are on the lookout for substitute
manufacturing hubs. Currently, holding
just 2% of global trade market share,
India can reap the benefits of this war
by minimizing trade barriers, making
companies
more
efficient
and
leveraging such opportunities by
upgrading trade value chains. In fact,
the manufacturing sector has the
capability to absorb surplus labour
from the agricultural or any informal
sector.
Infrastructural
advances
provide mass employment and act as
a logistical backbone for the nation to
stimulate exports and increase
efficiency in supply chains. The
service sector has been on the rise
lately with contribution up-to 56.5%
of GDP but employing only 30% of
people. With automation around
the corner and chances of loss in
jobs in export-intensive IT sector,
[20]
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the usage of biofuels. According to the
Union road transport minister, Nitin
Gadkari, his ministry is already taking
crucial steps in this regard.
Investments would entail demand boost,
creation of capacity, the introduction of
new technologies, generation of jobs and
enhanced labour productivity. The
following infographic depicts all the
proposed necessary steps that the
government would take so that
investments in the economy become key
drivers of growth.
The Bottom Line
India cannot prosper if certain states and
sectors (like the construction sector) with
high untapped potential do not start
developing. In fact, state-wise spending
must grow like Maharashtra's CM has
come up with a vision of $1 trillion
economy to aid the national goal of
becoming a 5 trillion dollar economy. The
government's $5 trillion goal is definitely
ambitious but this intent can be executed
through a concrete plan of action. All that
is required is a target-based approach
and meticulously eliminating all the policy
shortcomings and unclogging the stalled
projects. The aspiration to fulfil the quest
with sustained growth can open up
employment for over a million young
people.

development of expertise in IoT, AI,
Machine Learning, etc. will definitely
boost the economy. Even the travel
and tourism sector with 10% GDP
share, engendering 40 million jobs,
can grow manifold by project-driven
investments in medical tourism, tourist
safety and budget hotels. Healthcare
sector
also
calls
for
overall
transformation as over 100 million
workers would be desired globally in
the coming years. Service and industry
sectors have greatest possibilities of
value additions and therefore skilled
labour and strategic investments would
assist heavily in economic expansion.
The budget also talks about narrowing
labour laws to encourage employment
and various land reforms would be
necessary to facilitate growth. Certain
major Indian cities, such as Bangalore
for technology, have high potential to
become global hubs, hence, tactical
budget allocations and investments
can boost the overall economy.
The focus should also be placed on
establishing environment- friendly
ways as it is an impediment in the 5
trillion economy dream. According to
the World Bank report, it costs $80
billion per year to India due to
environmental degradation. To tackle
this, the creation of green jobs and
community
development
through
various already existing organisations
can be done. Environmental or carbon
taxes proves advantageous. Also,
cutting down on oil imports can serve
the dual purpose of opening up a
₹40,000 crore domestic market in the
aviation sector and simultaneously
mitigating environmental pollution by
[21]
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MERGERS,ACQUISITIONS AND TAKEOVERS
With the cabinet approval of BSNL
and MTNL merger on October 24,
2019, the government announced a
whole package for the debt ridden
telecommunication PSUs.
The
government
announced
administrative allocation of spectrum
for 4G services, debt restructuring,
reducing employee costs through
VRS( Voluntary Retirement Scheme),
and asset monetisation plan.
Although MTNL is listed, but has all
net worth eroded whereas BSNL is
unlisted.
The government plans to raise Rs.
15000 crore through sovereign bonds
and Rs. 38000 crore through asset
monetisation.

[22]

Many of the consultants have been
commenting on the deal stating it to
be a futile one. According to them it’s
already too late. Private players have
already tightened their roots on 4G
market and there is very less room for
any other service provider. Moreover,
most of the users for BSNL and MTNL
are lower income people from
backward areas who are reluctant to
shift from 2G/3G to 4G even if the
technology and feasibility is there.
Also, why would a person already
using an affordable 4G network would
shift to BSNL or MTNL.
The quality of their subs can be
assessed from the fact that the ARPU
(Average Revenue per User) of
BSNL/MTNL are jus Rs. 39/month as
compared to Rs. 78/month for private
tele companies.
Both BSNL and MTNL are placed as
those public entities which provide
network even in rural areas with a very
minimal fee. Despite their strategic
role, these two do not offer as wide
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coverage as the private sector.
We may criticize the government for
being late with their plans, but we can
not altogether ignore the efforts it is
taking for the revival of loss making
units. The government should focus
on finding competitive advantage for
the same as this could help the newly
merged entity establish itself in the
highly competitive market and survive
amongst the private players who
provide a cut throat competition.

[23]
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government’s dilution of stake or exit
from many profitable PSUs. The fact
that the IPO by the IRCTC last month
was a huge success has given the
government a boost in this direction.
BPCL’s stake has already been
announced and we could see quite a
number of them coming up including
IOC, ONGC and even SBI. The impact
of dilution could be that the jobs would
shrink, so the possibility of unrest and
strikes cannot be ruled out.

Vivek
Chandra

Associate Vice President, NTU &
Alliance at Future Generali India
Insurance Company Limited, with
over 13 years of experience with
leading
General
Insurance
Companies. His views should not
be construed as views of Future
Generali India Insurance Company
Limited and regarded as his
independent views.
1. IRCTC came out with IPO last
month. Will this be the future of
funding for PSUs and what will be
the
impact
of
dilution
of
government control in these PSUs?
After the cut in corporate tax, the
government’s earnings have taken a
hit and as a result, we could see the
[24]

2. What do u think of comments
made by Vodafone CEO regarding
its issues with "going concern"? Do
you think the Indian telecom sector
is in serious financial crunch? And
do you think the MTNL-BSNL
merger will help deal with the
situation in any way?
Indian telecom sector is under stress
right now, owing to the cutthroat and
unviable competition. No business can
survive for long when the pricing
becomes unrealistic. So according to
me, it is more responsible than the tax
implications. The MTNL-BSNL merger
is like the merger of PSU insurers. The
government does not have the capital
to infuse so they are merging the
various entities. According to me, they
will then be listed and then eventually
hived off.
3. Considering the recent case of
WeWork, what do you think is the
extent to which a CEO's personal
choices can affect an organization?
CEO’s personal choices usually play
an imperative role in influencing all the
levels in an organization. We’ve had
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several instances like Yes Bank,
PMCB,
Ranbaxy,
Essar,
SKS
Microfinance,
Kingfisher
Airlines,
CCD, Jet Airways, Satyam where the
companies have collapsed because of
this very reason.
4. Given the recent slide seen in the
stock market across many sectors,
which sectors in your opinion can
be safer bets for retail investors?
First and foremost in my opinion
Portfolio needs to be diversified and
investment should be done with a
long-term horizon (at least 5 years) to
have good returns.
Sectors for which I am positive about:
1: Pharma
2: Banking
3: Auto component manufacturers
(especially for electric vehicles) like
Exide
4: Nifty Top 50
5: And most importantly, FMCG

[25]

5. What do you think of the recent
change in Moody's GDP forecast for
Indian GDP from 6.2 to 5.6? Do you
think it will go lower than that?
Yes. It may go down to 5. The issue is
simple. Govt does not have money
and we do not pay taxes the way we
should. GST collections are well below
the target, businessmen do not pay
taxes, agriculturists are exempted
from
paying
taxes
and
the
Government has not been able to
increase the so-called taxable base.
Even today, a minuscule fragment of
the
population
pays
taxes.
Government has planned huge
investments
in
Roads
and
Infrastructure but do not have money
for it. A huge gap in income and
expenditure is increasing the fiscal
deficit every day and hence GDP
forecast is bound to come down.
Would not be surprised if it dips below
5 in another 12 months.
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Yes Bank
Yes Bank, since its incorporation on
November 21, 2003, has become one
of the key private players in the
banking sector. It received its certificate
of Commencement of business on
January 21, 2004, and since then, has
been providing a range of banking and
financial services. The four major
segments of operation are Treasury,
Corporate Banking, Retail Banking,
and Other Banking Operations. The
treasury segment includes investments
and other financial market activities.
The Corporate Banking includes
lending, accepting deposits and other
financial services offered to the
corporate customers. The Retail
Banking segment includes lending,
accepting deposits and other services
to the retail customers. It has a network
of 1050 branches and 1724 ATMs as
on 31st December 2017 and its
subsidiaries include Yes Bank, IFSC
Banking Unit Branch, YES Trustee
Limited, YES Securities (India) Limited,
YES Bank Limited Asset Management
Arm and YES Asset Management
(India) Ltd.
As on 31st March 2019, the
consolidated balance sheet of YES
bank stood at ₹ 3,808,596,097,000 and
the consolidated Profit & loss account
showed
a
net
profit
of
₹
120,787,950,000.The
total
shares
stood at 2,315,033,039 amounting to

[26]

₹ 4,630,066,078.
The net NPA to net advances stood at
1.86% and the provision coverage ratio
was 43.10% as on 31st March 2019.
The past one year has been unsettling
for the bank, to put it moderately. The
bank’s share price fell from as high as ₹
393.20 on 17th August 2018 to as low
as ₹ 32.00 on 1st October 2019.
Trouble began when RBI directed Rana
Kapoor, the bank’s CEO since 2004, to
step down, after which Ravneet Gill
replaced him on 1st March 2019. The
internal mismanagement was mainly
due to the allegations on the bank of
window dressing its corporate accounts
to conceal NPA. There were also
allegations of stock price manipulation
ahead of important capital raising
activities like qualified institutional
placements.
In yet another dramatic turn of events,
YES bank’s share prices have risen
over 78% in the last one month, the
biggest gain among its peers valued
over $ 1 billion. The stock prices hit a
new 52 week low on 1st October, being
priced at ₹ 29.05 coming as an
outcome of the combined sale of
approximately 552 lakh shares by YES
Capital (India), Morgan Credits Private
and Rana Kapoor. The stock, however,
rebounded after management asserted
its stable financial position. Currently,
the share is trading at ₹ 72.90.
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INTEREST RATE SWAP
An interest rate swap is a contractual
agreement between two parties to
exchange one flow of interest
payments for another on a specified
principal amount. The two parties
agree to exchange the future interest
payments coming from a bond or loan
without exchanging the bond or loan
itself. As these are traded over-thecounter, i.e., not through a centralized
exchange and hence can be modified
as per the party’s will. Swaps are
derivate contracts whose value
depends on the underlying asset.
There are three different types of
interest rate swaps: Fixed-to-floating,
floating-to-fixed, and float-to-float.

These floating interest rates are
attached to a reference rate LIBOR
(The London Interbank Offered Rate).
LIBOR is the base lending rate banks
charge each other in the London
wholesale money market. It is the
most widely used benchmark rate for
floating short-term interest rates.
The most commonly traded and most
liquid interest rate swaps are known
as “vanilla” swaps, which exchange
fixed-rate payments for floating-rate
payments. For example, if Company X
has a bond of $100,000, which earns
it (LIBOR+1%) rate. And Company Y
has a bond of $100,000 which earns it
a fixed rate of 2%. If they enter into an
interest rate swap, X will have to pay
(LIBOR+1%) of his amount to Y and Y
will have to pay 2% to X. If LIBOR is
0.5%, X owes Y a sum of $1500 (1.5%
of $100,000) and Y owes X $2000 (2%
of $100,000). So effectively, Y owes X
a sum of $500 ($2000-$1500). This
changes as the LIBOR changes.

Fixed to FloatingIf a company has a fixed interest rate
bond but feels that it can get better
returns in a floating rate bond, it issues
a swap with a counterparty bank where
the company will receive floating rate
in return of a fixed rate.
Floating to FixedIf a company wants a fixed interest
rate bond but is unable to get it, then it
will buy a floating rate bond and enter
into a swap for a fixed interest rate.
Float to FloatIn this swap, a company exchanges
one type of floating-rate for another, to
change either the type or duration of its
bond. This is known as basis swap.
[27]
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Interest rate swaps help companies to
hedge their exposure and risk to the
changing interest rates of their bonds
or loans. Despite this, swaps also
come with credit risk and interest rate
risk. Credit risk is the risk of default of
another party in the contract. Interest
rate risk is when the rates do not
change as expected and hence might
cause a loss to one of the parties.

[28]
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